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"People ~ust come to accept private enterprise 
not as a necessary evil, but as an affirmative 
good." 

-Eugene Black 
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THE POWER CRISIS 
By 

P. M. AGERWALA * 

Firstly a few words regarding the shortages in Western 
Maharashtra. We, in Bombay, have been anticipating a 

serious power crisis-or more appropriately a power famine 

-and we believe that unless some effective action is taken 

this will continue for several years. As early as 1960 we had 

indicated our projections of power for this area to the 
Government of Maharashtra --the projectians made an 
assessment of our needs up to 1975. These were reviewed 

in 1963 and we were then told that : "Government does not 
expect Tatas to add any further capacity and that our load 
requirements will be met by the additions planned in the 

region." 

We again represented early in 1965 that the growth in 
the Tata-Koyna region needed a careful appraisal of our 
power needs and we were informed that: "1967-68 and 
1968-69 would be critical years during which restrictions on 
sanctions to new loads would a ppcar to be the only remedy 
possible. For the year 1969-70 the shortage of power would 
be of a very small order whilst from 1970-71 onwards the 
capacity would be enough to serve the demand." 

* This is the text of a public lecture delivered under the auspices 
of the Forum of Free Enterprise in Bombay on 30th April !973. 
Mr. Agerwala, Managing Director of Tata Electric Companies, 
is an authority on this subject. 
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In May 1969 we again referred . to the Maharashtm 
State Electricity Board (MSEB) the serious situation which 
was likely to develop in this area and estimated our require
ments taking .into.account-;:1111 <;Ontingencies such as average 

(""" I ,... j ')-t ,) 'rl ~ \J' I I • : • 
and "below ·average" monsoons. We were mformed m July 
1969 that : "In general we find that the energy assistance 
required by you can be met by._us up to the end of 1972-73. 

,. I· . 4 r, vt H .. l, '1. , t '- • 
In 1973-74 and 1974-75 there m1ght be a slight shortage 
which in our opinion is negligible." The letter went on 

fmthywtq·,~~%~'h~.t:. 1 ~'I!t~:Pi~~~}>e diffi~~lt ~or us to ,we,et1your 
po~~~119~m~~~ l?~s~usy, li~fo ~~~- kno,w, the whole S~at~.~wfH 
t:q~~~;~: ~~~~~ll}g~ ?.f,,p?;~(~~qth!ougpout the 4th _P}~~ peri?d 
~1}~. thj~ ~!~,<;>_.rJ~g~A~J~i~~~~r,tOJi,sp)o about 400 M~¥ by the 
end of. J9.73.-~4.':,11t''· I ... , l ,.J,;J• -'<t \i 1 J' I ,iJ Y, ).J ~ \ ,tlf_:.J'{. 

·;dJ 1'hel.p~~et 1 ~ri~is1 iri'-'tiiir a¥ea 'has not' tievelopbd ali''O£ 
i 1;s~~ligR. we'il~Newkno~!n that'the gap betw~eh'trapa'city 
;,- .... ~t1::1 ., •.. " ~?·Jr! r ,., .. , "- <··· >h· . - , 
and aemarid was mexorably being narrowed and' that 'no 
;c '1 .-~,()b )O'Jf!lfl!';vr,i )" · t•·:l; t 1,_., · .·' : - · 
effective measures were ·oemg taken to bndge the gap. 
,;:;rJ! 111U Jt:rfl LH!l; ~IIJ!iqr;:.J J'.,dJ• ;, -;;•·; 1 

•1' In 'tMHa:11andia1icontexD there· is inileed· a·.deep !Crisi~ 
in the power generation and transmission industry, .. The 
reasons are not far to seek. 
ni riJNr.r~ :.rfl lt.rlJ (d\-!1 ni (!'. . 1 

1u· J 11irstly~, .o,u,r, plq!lS,;::haverbee!l, hjghly, lJ!lrealis!i~.- top 
m49h.~(,emphasis ;0111 fi9,Wn,IJ}4Ch -,to allocate or )nvest in 
g~ntfi~.(i_t~g ;st_ati()l)_S. anqn~<r.9Jittle ?11. objectives anQ,,1 perfqrm~ 

<JI!C:~·. ·T~~ r.J~la_J;J:S pr,oy~de1;no 1 guiqe-lines to the organisations 
inuH-w t;i,i~ti~~mi tJt}~!.~tA~. qf· ;cgv~se, no, .mechanism .t91, j.rdge 

pe~fo!m~n~~- 1 \.l/\V! r ~· , ·/ J, . • • , ,; '" ~ 
·~_.tJp ~- rt"'5h ·~r;.li •J:l 1".;- . ~ ~ : J ' ' J 

.Secondly, there ts tne confrontation between two strongly 
elfireiiched scW:!blsJof thouglit L:.dne for the ·indig· e-ilisation 
'>'I ·~tql\ r 1 1t. Ofi '{Lfltflf.;i.i h, ~.cnnv1: · . · .. -~, t 'H;: -·~ 

~~~~ .rpnr)) • LrJ; . t.i1:T t~~ ·iqJ· .(ti( I ,.l / . d 
2 /·;·. 



and local manufacture al any cost and the other for prac

ticaJJy turn-key imports based on the "latest technology 

and quickest delivery." The confrontation means the slow

ing down of action in both the areas and as a result it is 

the consumer who suffers. 

Thirdly, the Indian Electricity Act, 1910, and the Elec

tricity (Supply) Act, 1948 are unsuited to the needs of an 
independent country which needs 12 to 16% rate of growth 
of electricity to stimulate and sustain its economic pro

grammes. The structure of these Acts, 1 suggest, sds a 
premium on inefficiency and does not provide for any fin an· 
cial or commercial discipline in the business of electricity. 
1 he result is that the Electricity Boards mostly run at a 

Joss, many are unable to pay even interest on their borrow
ings and the quality of service both in the rural and urban 
areas is much below the norms laid down in the lndian 
Electricity Act. In the private sector efficiently managed 
undertakings are unable to expand or even up-grade their 
systems because the "reasonable return" under the Electricity 
(Supply) Act is limited to 8% and in certain circumstances 
at 7% whereas money can be borrowed only at 10 to 12% ! 

Fourthly, there is no effective machinery in the struc
ture of the Acts or in the scheme of the Government direc-

" Lives to delineate a policy for or to co-ordinate the activities 
of the various Electricity Boards and private Electricity 
Undertakings. As a result, planning and provisioning is 
based on local and parochial interests far removed from a 
national po11cy of self-sufficiency, and of integration of 
power networks to provide the most economical and satis
factory service. Even more serious is the absence of au 
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ol'ganisation to ensur~ introduction o£ modern technology 
with a view to improving reliability and controls, as. well 
as to monitor and optimise performance. 

Let us first lo<llc at some of the facts. 

(i) Investments and Phys•ical Achievements: The in
vestment in Power has been of the order of Rs. 3,500 crores 
in the decade 1961-71 and Rs. 1,516 crores are estimated 
to have been spent during the first three years of the Fourth 
Plan. These are large investments forming a significant 
proportion of our total Plan outlay. Our achievements, on 
the other hand, have been far short of targets. 

In the last 20 years, whilst the investments made in 
this industry were as projected or even higher, there has 
been a significant shortfall in physical achievements averag
ing about 35%. 

High capital expenditur~ on power projects and con
tinuing low standards of performance to reach pre-set targets 
have been the recurring features during the last 20 years, 

(ii) Transmission Losses : The magnitude and trend 
of energy losses in transmission and distribution are even 
more disconcerting. These have been on the increase in the 
last few years. The latest estimates place the losses at as 
bigh a figure as 18% and the assumption i<> that these will 
continue to remain at about that level during the current 
decade. It is my estimate that the losses in the rural sector 
are significantly higher than reflected by these statistics. It 
is to be realised that 1% reduction in transmission and 
distribution losses would result iti a revenue benefit of about 
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Rs. 5 crores per annum and it would be equivalent to an 
added generating capacity of 120 MWs. The losses in 
European countries are as low as 5.7% 8nd in no case 
exceed 12.5%. 

The important points to note are that- (a) the losses 
in transmission and distribution represent a national loss, a 
waste of national resources and reduced availability of power 
to the consumers; (b) we continue to plan for additional 
_generating capacity to provide for these continuing high 
losses and (c) even though the investments on transmission 
networks are relatively less than on increasing generating 
capacity, no effective action has so far been initiated to 
reduce these losses. 

\iii) Maintenance: One ·of the most serious weaknesse.~ 
Jesuits from inadequate training of directing and operating 

staff. The maintenance of plant and equipment, as well a~ 
of the transmission and distribution networks is very poor. 
Unscheduled stoppages of plants are frequent and these 
have serious adverse effects on the life and working of 
ihermal plants. It is not unusual to read in the daily news
papers about the failure of one thermal plant or the other. 
I can do no better than to quote from an editorial in the 
July 1972 issue of "The Indian Journal of Power and River 
Valley Development": 

" ......... The problem with the public sector power 
systems in West Bengal, and for that matter in the 
Eastern Region is, more than anything else, their in
competent management. Each of the systems has enough 
technical expertise for both operation and maintenance 
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and yet over al third of the installed capacity is down 
for over the· hisf 6 months causing :matic and heavy 
load shedding every day. In almost every case, the unit 
is down because of b~eakdowns to the boiler or its 
auxiliaries ... What ails the power ~tations are bad 
man (Personnel) Management, bad Materials Manage
ment, bad maintenance and totally outdated methods ... " 

~~ 0!' ..... ' 

It is pertinent to -ask her question, "What is the effect 
of power cut •on industrial production?'' For the year 1972, 
the gross' valUe of .output of industry at 1972 prices is 
estimated at :abont Rs. 16,300 crores. No reliable estimates 
of industrial production· in 1973 can be drawn up at present 
as the power situation seems to be uncertain but the loss 
upto the monsoon months could well range between Rs. 500 
to Rs. 1,000 crores. 

For the .purposes of· these. estimates, I have assumed 
that the. loss· in industrial production was not significant till 
December 1972 ·though this• is not quite correct as in several 
areas, particularly Punjab; Haryana and Tamil Nadu power 
cut has ·.affected industrial produCtion from September 1972 
onwards. Losses iri th~ :P'ur'l]'ab'Jare estimated at approximately 

Rs: 20 crores per' month, in T~mil Nadu these are also of 
' , ,L 'z' I . . 

the same order. Maharashtra, Gujarat, Mysore, Andhra Pra-

desh and Uttar Pradesh are the other States which ·haw 
been affected by the power cut.. It is important to note 

' .:• ~ " , j ~ ~..- ~ 1: • • ' 

that ~n, ~~v~rat ~ases -tl}e ... e~ec_t <?ll- agricultural production 
hq.s been, very se~ious; for example, in the case of the Punjab 
ansi. Haryana, a, significantly large proportion of the power 
is "used :for· agricultural~purposes: and_ in thes& cases' due to 
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non-availability of power the facilities for pumping wate1 

are reduced significantly. 

It is unfortunate that no organised measures have been 

adopted for distributing shortages rationally and ad hoc load 

reductions are being made by opening out supply feeders; 

there is no regular programme to assess the relative effects 

en the industrial production and agricultural production 
and at times, power supplies to one sector have been cut off 

for days together at the expense of the othrr sector. Intro

duction of adequate rationing instead of load relieving on 

a day-to-day basis is a must under the conditions obtaining 

in this country. Even though some six months have passed 

since the beginning of the crisis, one find~ it difficult to 

believe that no action has been taken (except in the case of 
iv1aharashtra) in this regard. 

It is relevant to give an example of the type of action 

that can and should be taken in an unprecedented crisis of 
the type which we are facing today. 

In November 1965, the entire North-eastern United 

States of America was plunged into darkness following the 
fai1ure of power supply in the area. Almost immediately, 
the President wrote a detailed memorandum to the Federal 
Power Commission to analyse the causes of the failure and 
to study power system reliability in the North-East and 
elsewhere in the country. Within a month, the Commission 
submitted its preliminary analysis of the massive occurrence 
and interim reports were submitted at 6-monthly intervals 
thereafter. In: July 1967, in a letter to the President, the 
Commission submitted its final report, recommendations, 
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and steps necessary to pr~vent recurrence. No such major 
power failure has been reported in the region since. 

Compare this to the action taken in India. There are 
no clear-cut guidelines ev(!nlo study the all-India problems. 
The responsibility. for ~v-aluat~on and assessment continues 
to rest· with those\vho have largely been responsible for~the 
present cri~is. Th~re is no realisation that the crisis is far 
too deep to be resolved by setting up ad hoc Committees, 
by experts working part:time in addition to their normal 
duties, by marginal adjustments and by adopting partial 
remedies. 

Let us consider for example the fuel resources. Thermal 
plants use coal, refinery fuels and gas. Jndia has large 
resources of coal but adequate capacity for raising coal does 
not exist and it has not been planned. The result is that at 
present it has not been,.possible to get sufficient coal to 
fully utilise the capacity of the thermal stations in Maha
rashtra. Even if coal were to be available, railway wagons 
are in short supply and movement of coal to thermal stations 
has not been possible. Further, with power restrictions, the 
use of kerosene and other fuels such a;; di'esel oils has 
increased a~d it is well known that both crude oil and 
petroieum products are in short supply. Thus we find our
selves in the unenviable position of not having adequate fuel 
for our thermal· plants. 

Even eight months after common knowledge that the 
crisis was developing, ther~ 1~ no assessment of the available 
energy resources and of their allocation according to the 
requirements of the diffen!nt sectors. During the last few 
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months there has been ct1e cns1~ after another resulting 
from reversal or modification of orders. Recently, orders 

had been issued for thermal stations to be converted to the 
use of coal and for individual units to work only from coal 
and now these orders have been rescinded and it has been 

proposed that some of the thermal stations should work 
only on refinery fuels. Thus at a time of great shortages we 

find lack of planning and of co-ordination so widespread 
that hardly any effective short-term solutions can be found. 

There is of course little that is being done t('l find long-term 
solutions. 

Remedial Measures: It is impracticable to indicate in 
;my detail the remedial measures to improve the working 
of the power industry; however, some of the very obvious 

steps are:-

(i) An effective central directing machinery with whole
time members to lay down guidelines for short-term and 
long-term plans on an all-India basis. Such a body would 
quickly survey the country's energy resources and allocate 
them to different regions. 

(ii) Establishment of a central authority with a large 
measure of autonomy to plan and provide the required 
services for those States and regions which are not fully 
equipped. The Slate Electricity Board should be given a 
large measure of autonomy for timely execution of projects 
and for ensuring an equitable, firm and reliable service to 

the consumers. 

(iii) A whole-time central control and monitoring 
authority to oversee the performance of the Electricity 
Boards and the generating and distributing companies. It 
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should publish' at ·regular intervals indices of performance 
of the various ·utilities; -analyse the efficiency of the generat
ing pla1tts, nioiiitor perfotn1ance and ensure reliability and 

quality of service . 
. : !) 

Conclusion: 1; 'We are in the midst of a serious crisis 
and I·would like' to suggest that its implications have not 
been fully understood by the Powers-that-be. India is suffer
ing huge losses both in industrial production and in the 
agricultural sector. The total loss to the nation can hardly 
be evaluated. 

Heavy load shedding, often unscheduled, has led to a 
{j / ' ,, 

drop in productivity, a fall in· machine time and a general 
apathy and deterioration in the administrative machinery. 
There is growing. discontent in the electricity industry bet
ween workers, eiiginee'rs aild Management of State Electricity 
Boards, most .of which are not e(ruipped to deal with today's 
complexities of power· system operation~ This had led to 
several cases of indiscipline amongst the workers, the most 
recent being in Rajasthan, where military personnel were 
drafted to man the power stations. Large lay-off of workers 
is resulting' mot. onlY. in losses to labour but also in a law 
and order situation, 

I ' 

·The power industry in India comprises a large number 
of complex facets. These remain unplanned and unco

ordinated assessments of energy resources, their utilisation, 

operation of power systems and the like. At least for the 

present, the prospects for the: next decade appear to be 

dismal indeed. 
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May I say that we in the Tata Electric Companies have, 

by incorporation of appropriate technical features in gene

rating stations and by co-ordinating the activities of a large 

number of well-trained and dedicated engineers and workers, 

demonstrated that the system losses can be reduced and 

that it is possible to ensure a stable and Jrouble~free service 

to the consumers at the lowest possible tariffs. We have 

shown that, by the injection of modem managemeht tech

niques, including computer control, it is possible to oplimise 

the operations of a grid. It has equally been demonstrated 

that Indian engineers have the necessary ability and 1alent 

to achieve highly creditable results. For example, during 

1972-73, we were able to obtain in Trombz,y an, average 

cutput of 6800 KW hours per annum, as against the 

national average of 3500 KW hours and the world's 

best-maintained power station's output of 5800 KW hours 

per annum. 

It is unfortunate that Indian public opm10n JS not 

strong enough to bring to the notice of the Government the 

serious adverse effects of the poor operation of our electricity 

systems. Providing a dependable electric ~ervice to the 

nation is a goal that many have articulated, which Parliament 

has supported and which needs the understanding and 

support of all Central and State regulatory bodies. The 

public has a right to expect a response from the Government. 

I will conclude by quoting from the Science and Tech
nology plan : "We can formulate, we can envisage, we can 
project. we can programme. we can define, we can budget: 
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' .. 
bui"'if w'e cannot implement with speed and efficiency, we 
WOU}d I haVe failed the neW generation· and forfeited 0Uf 

inandate ·to plan. Howsoever heavy the demand and ';how
ever great the challenge, all of us must resolve to meet ,it." 

L· 
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The vrews expressed Ill this booklet are nor· nece'siarily the 
vielvs· of the~ 1Fo'niili o( Free'• Enterprise. 
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This,publication is . .sponsored in the interes:s of public .fduca, 
lion by Amar Dye-Cl!Cm Ltd.,· Bombay. 
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"Free Enterprise was born with man and shall 

survive as long as man survives." 

-A. D. Shroff 
( !899-!965) 

Founder-President, 
Fonun of Free Enterprise. 
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Have you joined the Forum? 

The Forum· of Free Enterprise is a non-political 

and non-partisan organisation, started in 1956, to edu· 

cate public opinion in India on free enterprise and its . 

close relationship with the democratic way of life. 

The Forum seeks to stimulate public thinking on vital 

economic problems of the day through booklets and 

leaflets, meetings, essay competitions, and other means 

as befit a democratic society. 

Membership is open to all who agree with the 

Manifest? of the For'um. Annual membership fee is 

Rs. 15 I· (entrance fee, Rs. 10 I·) and Associate Mem· 

bership fee, RS. 7 /· only (entrance fee, Rs. 5/·). 

College students can get our booklets and leaflets by 

becoming Student Associates on payment of Rs. 3 I· 
only. (No entrance fee) . 

• 
Write for further particulars (state whether 

Membership or Student Associateship) to the Secretary, 

Forum of Free Enterprise, 235, Dr. Dadabhai Naoroji 

· Road, Post Box No. 48-A. Bombay-400 001. 

- • l5i!J ,.._ 
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